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We experimentally demonstrate a technique for shaping the temporal quantum waveform of narrow-

band biphotons generated in a cold atomic ensemble via four-wave mixing by periodically modulating the

two input classical lasers. We show that it is possible to generate nonclassical paired photons with a

predesigned shape of the correlation function.
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Entangled paired photons, termed biphotons, are at the
heart of the research field of quantum optics. Generating
single photons with controllable quantum states is of par-
ticular interest to quantum communication [1], quantum
information processing [2], quantum computation [3],
quantum imaging [4], quantum lithography [5], and quan-
tum metrology [6]. The biphotons are characterized by
their intrinsic spins (polarizations) and time-space wave
functions. While manipulation of single- and multiple-
photon polarization states has found important applications
in quantum communication [1], access to biphotons with
controllable time-space waveforms is still limited. For
biphotons produced from conventional spontaneous para-
metric down-conversion (SPDC) [7,8], this difficulty is due
mainly to their wide bandwidth (�THz), short coherence
time (�ps), as well as to the time resolution (�ns) of state-
of-the-art single-photon counting modules (SPCM). As a
result, shaping SPDC photon temporal waveforms can be
achieved only by performing spectral manipulation of the
joint spectrum [9–11] or spatial modulation of the non-
linear interaction [12–14]. Nonlocal modulation of en-
tangled photons has also been observed [15,16]. The
temporal length of these photons can be lengthened by
putting the nonlinear crystal inside a cavity [17–19].
However, the waveforms are determined by the cavity
modes and hence not tailorable.

Recent demonstration of generation of narrow-band bi-
photons in atomic ensembles with long coherence time
(0:1–1 �s) via four-wave mixing (FWM) made it possible
to measure their time-domain quantum waveforms directly
using SPCMs [20–22]. By passing these long single pho-
tons through electro-optical modulators, it is possible to
modulate one of the paired photons [23] or their correlation
function [24]. However, these external modulators always
introduce losses and attenuations to the single photons.
Moreover, in these experiments [23,24] where amplitude
modulation is performed using Mach-Zehnder interfer-
ometers, coupling between the single photons and the
environment at the beam splitters introduces noises (un-
correlated photons) to the system.

In this Letter, we report experimental demonstration of
shaping the temporal quantum waveform of narrow-band

biphotons by periodically modulating the two driving
fields in the FWM process, which was first predicted by
Du et al. [25]. We show the input field profiles can be
revealed in the two-photon waveform. We also demon-
strate the generation of nonclassical paired photons with
arbitrarily shaped correlation function. Our result can be
considered as the temporal analog of the spatial modula-
tion technique introduced by Monken et al. by which the
angular spectrum of the pump beam can be transferred to
the biphoton transverse correlation [26].
The schematics of narrow-band biphoton generation is

shown in Fig. 1. We work with a two-dimensional (2D)
85Rb magneto-optical trap (MOT) with a longitudinal
length L ¼ 1:7 cm and a temperature of about 100 �K.
The atoms are prepared in the ground state j1i. In the
presence of counterpropagating, circularly polarized, and
periodically modulated pump (!p) and coupling (!c) la-

sers, phase matched Stokes (!s) and anti-Stokes (!as)
photons are spontaneously generated in opposite direc-
tions. After passing through a set of polarization selectors
(consisting of a quarter-wave plate and a polarization beam
splitter) and narrow-band filters (F1 and F2, 0.5 GHz
bandwidth), these paired photons are coupled into oppos-
ing single-mode fibers (SMF) and detected by SPCMs
(Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQ4C). Both lasers are transmitted
through 10 GHz electro-optical (EO) amplitude modula-
tors (EOspace, Inc.), whose waveforms are generated using
a function generator (Tektronix AFG3252) with two output
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of biphoton generation with
modulated driving-laser fields. (a) Experimental configuration.
(b) 85Rb double-� energy level diagram for multichannel bipho-
ton generation.
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channels. The counterpropagating pump and coupling
beams are aligned at 2� angle from the Stokes–anti-
Stokes direction. As shown in Fig. 1(b), the periodically
modulated pump and coupling laser fields are decomposed
in frequency domain into discrete frequency components.
As a result, biphoton generation follows many possible
FWM paths. The interference between these multichannel
FWMs provides a controllable way to manipulate and
engineer the biphoton wave packets.

In our work, the pump laser is far detuned from the
j1i ! j4i transition (�p ¼ 2�� 146 MHz) so that the

Stokes photons travel at nearly the speed of light in vacuum
with negligible Raman gain. In contrast, the unmodulated
coupling laser is on resonance with the transition j2i ! j3i,
and it renders electromagnetically induced transparency
(EIT) [27] to the anti-Stokes photons that travel at a slower
group velocity. As the coupling laser is modulated periodi-
cally, the spontaneously emitted anti-Stokes photons auto-
matically match their coupling discrete frequency
components. While biphoton generation in the double-�
atomic system with continuous-wave (cw) pump and cou-
pling lasers is well understood [28], the near-atomic-
resonance nonlinear process with time-varying pump and
coupling lasers has not been solved analytically. However,
when the atomic optical depth in the transition j1i ! j3i is
high and the EIT slow-light effect is significant, the theo-
retical analysis becomes greatly simplified. Under these
conditions, following the theory by Du et al. [25], we
obtain the biphoton wave function in the Schrödinger
picture

�ðts;tasÞ¼ c"0

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�Ip �Ic

q
EpðtsÞEcðtasÞc 0ðtas�tsÞe�i!s0tse�i!as0tas ;

(1)

where EpðtsÞ and EcðtasÞ are the complex envelopes of the

pump and coupling laser fields. �Ip and �Ic are the pump and

coupling laser average intensities. !s0 and !as0 are Stokes
and anti-Stokes central angular frequencies. c 0ðtas �
tsÞe�i!s0tse�i!as0tas is the original two-photon wave packet
without modulation on the driving fields. As shown in
Eq. (1), the two-photon time-frequency entanglement in-
formation is preserved while the pump and coupling field
profiles are mapped into the biphoton waveform. The
Stokes and anti-Stokes temporal correlation function is

Rðts; tasÞ � j�ðts; tasÞj2 ¼
IpðtsÞIcðtasÞ

�Ip �Ic
R0ð�Þ; (2)

where � ¼ tas � ts. IpðtsÞ and IcðtasÞ are the pump and

coupling laser intensity temporal profiles. R0ð�Þ ¼
jc 0ð�Þj2 is the correlation function without modulation.
Therefore the time-averaged correlation becomes

�Rð�Þ ¼ Cð�ÞR0ð�Þ; (3)

where Cð�Þ � lim�T!1 1
�T �Ip �Ic

R

�T
0 IpðtÞIcðtþ �Þdt is the

time-averaged pump-coupling correlation function.
Equations (1)–(3) show that it is possible to manipulate
the biphoton temporal wave packet and its correlation
functions in a controllable way.
We first determine the two-photon correlation with cw

driving lasers. The experiment is run periodically with
4.5 ms MOT trapping time and 0.5 ms biphoton generation
window. The optical depth at the anti-Stokes transition is
about 35. The unmodulated pump and coupling lasers have
Rabi frequencies of �p0 ¼ 1:0�13 and �c0 ¼ 3:0�13,

where �13 ¼ 2�� 3 MHz is the dipole relaxation rate
between j1i and j3i. The measured ground state dephasing
rate between j1i and j2i is �12 ¼ 0:01�13. The two-photon
coincidence counts per 1 ns bin for 120 s run time is shown
in the Fig. 2, plot (1). There are several features in the two-
photon correlation function. The long temporal correlation
time of about 500 ns is consistent with the slow-light group
delay of the anti-Stokes photons [22]. The oscillatory
structure on top of the leading edge is optical precursor
at the biphoton level [29]. Taking into account the fiber-
fiber coupling efficiency (70%), filter transmission (80%),
detector quantum efficiency (50%), and the duty cycle
(10%), the system spontaneously generates 80 000 pair
photons per second. The theoretical curve (solid line),
calculated using the Schrödinger picture approach [28],
agrees well with the experimental data. With the Stokes
and anti-Stokes single-photon rates Rs and Ras, we deter-

mine the normalized cross-correlation function gð2Þs;asð�Þ ¼
�Rð�Þ=ðRsRasÞ that peaks at a value of 10. We also measure
the autocorrelations of the Stokes and anti-Stokes photons

using a fiber beam splitter, and obtain gð2Þs;sð0Þ ’ gð2Þas;asð0Þ ’
2:0. We then obtain violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz

inequality ½gð2Þs;asð�Þ�2=½gð2Þs;sð0Þgð2Þas;asð0Þ� � 1 [30] by a factor
of more than 25 and thus verify the nonclassical nature of
the entangled photons.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Two-photon coincidence counts per 1 ns
bin for 120 s as a function of the relative time delay �. In (1), The
pump and coupling lasers are in the cw mode. In (2) and (3), both
pump and coupling lasers are periodically modulated with the
same square wave at a frequency of 5 and 10 MHz, respectively.
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We now apply identical square amplitude modulation to
both pump and coupling lasers. In order to make both
qualitative and quantitative comparisons with the unmodu-
lated waveform, we maintain the same average coupling
laser intensity, i.e., �Ic ¼ Ic0, where Ic0 is the cw coupling
laser intensity, because the anti-Stokes group delay and
thus the two-photon coherence time is determined by the
average intensity of the coupling laser [25]. The peak
intensity of the pump laser remains the same. Plots (2)
and (3) in Fig. 2 show the measured two-photon correla-
tions with a modulation frequency of 5 and 10 MHz,
respectively. As expected from Eq. (3), the intensity corre-
lation of triangle shapes between the pump and coupling
lasers are transferred into the biphoton time-averaged cor-
relation function. The theoretical predictions (solid lines)
by Eqs. (1)–(3) are in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental data. We have also measured the autocorrelation
functions and verify that the violation of the Cauchy-
Schwartz inequality is not degraded by the modulation.

To reveal the full information encoded by the modulated
pump and coupling lasers, as described in Eqs. (1) and (2),
we measure the 2D Stokes and anti-Stokes temporal cor-
relation with 10 MHz square modulation on both lasers. As
displayed in Fig. 3, both the unmodulated biphoton corre-
lation envelope R0ð�Þ and square modulations
jEpðtsÞEcðtasÞj2 are shown in the two-photon nonclassical

correlation. The straight line along the 45� in Fig. 3(a) is
the leading edge of the precursor [29]. The asymmetry of
the distribution is due to the EIT slow-light effect that
delays the anti-Stokes photons while the Stokes travel at
nearly the speed of light in vacuum [22,28]. As a result, the
anti-Stokes photon is always generated later than the
paired Stokes (tas > ts). We note that below the 45� line
(tas < ts), there are still square modulations on the back-
ground floor with flat tops [Fig. 3(d)]. This modulation is
on the accidental coincidence between the uncorrelated
Stokes and anti-Stokes photons, or a simple product of
their single-photon counting rates. During the dark periods
there are barely any coincidence counts, because the single
counts disappear as one or both driving fields are turned
off. We further confirm that within the biphoton correlation
time [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality
is violated without degradation, and the inequality is not
violated in the noncorrelated regime [Fig. 3(d)].

Figure 4 shows the result of time-averaged correlation
function with both lasers modulated by a 5 MHz sine
waveform. In such a case, the input pump-coupling inten-
sity correlation is Cð�Þ / ½2þ cosð2!m�Þ�=8, that is re-
vealed also in the biphoton correlation.

In the above cases, we have shown experimental results
with the two driving classical laser fields modulated by the
same periodical waveform. However, the theoretical pre-
diction of Eq. (1) is not limited to identical modulations.
When the pump and coupling lasers are modulated by
different waveforms, it is possible to generate two-photon
correlation with arbitrary waveforms. To verify this, we

modulate the two lasers with different waveforms. As an
example, we modulate the pump laser by short Gaussian
pulses with a width of 10 ns and a repetition rate of 1 MHz.
The coupling laser is modulated by a square followed by a
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The 2D two-photon correlation func-
tion Rðts; tasÞ with 10 MHz square amplitude modulation on both
pump and coupling lasers. (b), (c), and (d) are cross-section
views (averaged over 5 bins) along the yellow dashed straight
lines (1), (2), and (3) in (a), respectively. The red dashed lines in
(b) and (c) are the correlation envelope R0ðtas � tsÞ without
modulation. The data were collected over 20 min with 1 ns
bin width.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Two-photon coincidence counts per 1 ns
bin for 120 s as a function of the relative time delay �. In (1), The
pump and coupling lasers are in the cw mode. In (2) both pump
and coupling lasers are modulated with the same sine wave at a
frequency of 5 MHz.
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triangle shape with the same modulation period. In this
way, we expect to generate a correlation function with the
shape of the modulation waveform imposed on the cou-
pling laser. To do so, we have compensated the nonlinear
transfer function of the EO amplitude modulators. The
measured two-photon correlation is shown in Fig. 5, in
good agreement with the theoretical prediction. Therefore,
we have demonstrated a proof-of-principle experimental
realization of generation of biphotons having a temporal
correlation function whose shape can be arbitrarily con-
trolled. Our result may find potential application in quan-
tum communication and quantum information science.

It is clear that in order to obtain the full modulation
information on the biphoton waveform, it is necessary to
measure the 2D temporal correlation function Rðts; tasÞ, as
shown in Fig. 3. However, this requires long measurement
time. On the other side, one can measure the time-averaged
correlation functions in a much shorter time, which, to-
gether with the violation of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequal-
ity, provide (though not the full) information about the
nonclassical properties of the biphotons. Moreover, the
quantum coincidence is linearly proportional to the
single-photon rate, while the classical coincidence scales
quadratically to the single-photon rate.

Finally, we should mention that the technique described
in this Letter cannot be fully mimicked in the conventional
SPDC, where modulation on the single pump beam has an
impact on the nonclassical correlation and entanglement
[31], since it affects the biphoton waveform only in the
direction ts þ ti but not ti � ts, where ts and ti are the time
variables for the signal and idler photons.
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FIG. 5 (color online). The proof-of-principle demonstration
for generating arbitrary two-photon correlation function with
nonidentical modulations on the pump and coupling lasers.
The solid line is the targeted waveform. The data (circular
points) was collected over 10 min with 2 ns bin width.
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